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The National Geographic Society has been inspiring people to care about the planet since 1888. It is one of the largest nonprofit scientific and educational institutions in the world.

National Geographic, formerly the National Geographic Magazine, is an official magazine of the National Geographic Society. It has been published continuously since its first issue in 1888, nine months after the Society itself was founded. It primarily contained articles about geography, history, and world culture. The magazine is published monthly, and additional map supplements are also included with subscriptions. It is available in a traditional printed edition and through an interactive online edition. The current Editor-in-Chief of the National Geographic Magazine is Chris Johns.

The first version of Ukrainian «NG» was released in April 2013. It is still not easy to find it on sale. Editor-in-Chief is Olga Valchyshen. The magazine is designed for intelligent, thoughtful men and women.

This is a monthly magazine. Publication is written by an international team that deals with scientific expeditions around the world. Ukrainian contains the selection of material from the archives of publications that may be of interest to Ukrainian readers. Ukrainian journalists propose articles and photo materials about our native country. The edition presented «Top 50 photos in the entire 125-year history of the National Geographic magazine» in Lviv and Kyiv.

The article about hutsuls «Wonderland» from the November issue of the magazine «National Geographic Ukraine" has won an award of The Best Edit of global family magazine National Geographic. This article is the first Ukrainian material presented on the cover of Ukrainian National Geographic. The author is Katerina Panova, the photo is made by Alex Furman.